Inference in spline-based models for multiple time-to-event data, with applications to a breast cancer prevention trial.
As part of the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project, a controlled clinical trial known as the Breast Cancer Prevention Trial (BCPT) was conducted to assess the effectiveness of tamoxifen as a preventive agent for breast cancer. In addition to the incidence of breast cancer, data were collected on several other, possibly adverse, outcomes, such as invasive endometrial cancer, ischemic heart disease, transient ischemic attack, deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism. In this article, we present results from an illustrative analysis of the BCPT data, based on a new modeling technique, to assess the effectiveness of the drug tamoxifen as a preventive agent for breast cancer. We extended the flexible model of Gray (1994, Spline-based test in survival analysis, Biometrics 50, 640-652) to allow inference on multiple time-to-event outcomes in the style of the marginal modeling setup of Wei, Lin, and Weissfeld (1989, Regression analysis of multivariate incomplete failure time data by modeling marginal distributions, Journal of the American Statistical Association 84, 1065-1073). This proposed model makes inference possible for multiple time-to-event data while allowing for greater flexibility in modeling the effects of prognostic factors with nonlinear exposure-response relationships. Results from simulation studies on the small-sample properties of the asymptotic tests will also be presented.